
Learn like Steve Jobs.



Practicing formal handwriting I learnt:

‘about what makes great typography great

... and we designed it all into the Mac’.

Steve Jobs

Literacy in the Digital Age



Digital literacy is defined as ‘competence with digital letters’. Hand to 
Type helps to build the skills needed to master literacy in the digital age.

Handwriting and typography are connected. A new handwriting educa-
tion that supports this connection helps children to read and discover 
digital typography.

Positive emotions towards text produce an alert, active and engaged 
state of mind. 

The Easy Way into Digital Type

Hand to Type is a truly revolutionary method to learn to read and write 
at school or at home. By connecting handwriting, typography and read-
ing, we provide a comprehensive solution to the process of teaching and 
learning to read and write in the digital age. 

● Learn handwriting 

● Learn to read

● Understand type

● Experience design thinking and creativity

● Develop fine motor skills

● Develop positive emotions towards text
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Creating with Digital Text

Unlocking the potential of computer-generated text demands new skills. 
Hand to Type is a new method to learn to read and write in digital age.

Empowering Educators

We believe that primary school teachers who are teaching reading and 
writing are doing the most important job in education. We empower 
them by providing training and certification in digital literacy, giving 
teachers a new status in front of the students and their peers.



Why It Works

Hand to Type is a contemporary and imaginative adaptation of the 
500-years-old regular and italic letter-forms. 

By mastering regular and italic scripts, children are not only learning to 
write, but also to read. Scientific evidence shows that our senses are connect-
ed. The images of letters created in the brain are formed by sight as well 
as proprioception (internal muscle feeling) and touch. (Longcamp, 2005, 
Bara, 2016, Vinci-Booher, 2018 and others).
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Literacy: A New Paradigm 

Writing and reading are deeply related skills. But not at school. As every 
child knows, the letters we learn to write by hand at school don’t look 
the same as those we find in books and on screens.

The unique and innovative approach of Hand to Type is based on 
the familiar letters we read and use on computers: regular and italic. 
Progressively, children learn to read and write in two steps:

Step 1. Regular script is usually found in books and evolved for optimal 
reading. It is slow to write but essential to learn to see letter-forms.

Step 2. Italic letters, with their cursive and clear construction principles, 
can be developed into fast and highly legible handwriting



Comprehensive and Progressive

 Learning Materials

The Future of Handwriting

About the shape of letters and the principles of writing that the West forgot.

Christian Carlos Guillermo le Comte

Ili and unu is a primer to familiarize 
students with regular script. The story 
guides the reader (and writer) through 
basic strokes and a first alphabet.

Outlines is a workbook with exercises to draw 
outlines and fill in letters. The objective is to 
encourage a haptic approach to more complex 
letter shapes. 

Hidden Strokes teaches the italic hand stroke by stroke. It 
is aimed at 12-year-old children who need to speed up 
their handwriting. This script can easily evolve into an 
everyday cursive hand.

The stroke-shape game is an engaging way to 
learn and understand that letters are made up of 
two-dimensional ‘building blocks’.

The Mobile and Web Application: once the construction 
of regular script is mastered, the app allows you to create 
your own font by designing the letters into a template.

In this new book Christian le Comte relates his 
experience as a publisher and book designer 
applying information gained from his practical 
studies of Roman and Chinese handwriting. 
The result is a fresh and timely insight that will 
change forever the way we think and see 
Roman letters.
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‘We see only what we know’. 
David Kindersley, letter designer.


